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Introduction

This presentation will describe methods used to lar workstation environment, or if using a termi-
develop a standard us_r-interface to ORACLE nN, access the database using the standard func-
applications, to lZaj.[!users, and document these tion keys. For example, a Macintosh user could
systems in a diverse multi-user, multi-platform use a true graphics version of SQL*FORMS;
environment. Implementation and documenta- likewise a SUN workstation user. We are in the
tion of applications and training of users can be process of evaluating the use of utilities such as
difficult when the end-users have diverse levels bit-mapped versions of SQL* FORMS for SUNs
of computer proficiency and work with a mul- and Macintoshes, and intend to continue work in
tiple array of hardware platforms. We will dis- that direction. However, there are still some
cuss common problems encountered in ."_ an issues to be resolved, both technical and finan-
environment and the approaches used tu solve cial, before client-server technology becomes a
them. realistic alternative in our mixed environment.

The Advanced Photon Source at Argonne Na- This presentation will have two components.
tional Laboratory has over 300 users, using a P,_-t 1 will address some technical issues con-
variety of hardware: SUN workstations, Macin- cerned with providing a standard user interface.
toshes, PCs running MS-Windows, VAXsta- P_u"t2 will deal with administrative issues; spe-
tions, DECstations, and a variety of terminal cifically documentation, user training, and com-
types. The perfect scenario would be to allow munications between users and developers.
everyone to access the database using a particu-

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, reco=_-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Technical Issues Some standards that we use with

* SQL*MENU5.0 SQL*MENU (reference Figure 3):
* VT100 versus VT220 Emulation

* Function Keys versus Pull-Down Me,ms
* Emulation Software for PCs and Macintoshes * Weonly use full-screen menu style; not pull-

* The ORACLE*Terminal Utility down or bar styles.
* Option#1 on every menu is Previous Menu.

SOL*MENU 5.0 * Option #2 on every menu is Exit to Operat-
ing System.

SOL*MENU 5.0 is an Oracle menuutility that * Numberofline items should be limited to ten
can be used to provide a standard way of present- so that all options are visible without scroll-
ing ali of the Oracle applications to the end-user, ing.

* Bottom Title always contains the message:
Advantages: Use arrow keys to display additional menu

items!
* Easy to create and modify menus. This is useful if menu contains more than ten
* Provides a user-interface which is easy to

items since it then becomes necessary for theuse and shares a similar environment with
SQL*FORMS. user to scroll down to access further iterns.

* Allows applications to be more portable. VT100 vs. VT220 Emulation* Security: can assign users to _ and con-

trol access to different menu items by re- One of the problems with Oracle Forms espe-
sn'icting access to specific roles, cially Versior_3.0 is the number of function keys

* Can use PI../SQL procedures, used. With SOL*FORMS versions 2.0 and 2.3,
it was possible to use a VTI(X) type terminal in

Disadvantages: a reasonably convenient way. With Version 3.0,
the extra number of function keys are not easily

* Must grant new users execute privileges mapped to a VTI00 type terminal, and it iswithin SOL*MENU. This is an administra-
tive headache, cumbersome to use. We support only VT220

type keyboards, and encourage users to upgrade* Problemsmodifyingmenuapplicationswhen
to the extended VT220 keyboard for different

in use. SOL*MENU applications must be workstations.
stored in database unlike SOL*FORMS 3.0.

* Cannot have acommon submenu shared by Function Keys vs. Pull-Down
different menu applications.

* We have not figured out a way of passing Menus

data from SOL*FORMS to SOL*MENU lt is possible to allow the use of pull-down
using global variables, menus as an alternative to the function keys

* lt is not possible to va'lidate parameters, withinSQL*FORMS 3.0,and we seriously con-
sidered this approach. The big advantage here is
that pull-down menus can be manipulated with-
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Figure 1

Current Environment
Vaxstation 3100

Vaxstation 3100 VAX SERVER 651 0 (MIS Oracle
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-- Environment)

Database/_ .. . _ Oracle
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SQL*NE II Oracle SQL*NETII
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VAX 6510 li (CLIENT)(Oracle Production Environment.)

T_3(pesof Applications

ORACLE Is used as acentral databas_to support administrative
functions: Purchasing,Project Management,varioustrack!ng

systems, docun'lent corltro,. _. cent.,"a,:__Laborat.D_tn
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.[ Purchasing 1_l_i_

Configuration _ Database Financial }
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Figure 2

Database Components
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SQR: Structured Query Report --- A third-party product which
provides extended reporting capabilities and more to Oracle.

Oracle Card: Graphical interface to SQL, available for Macintosh
and MS Windows, allows users to build tables and queries.

Simplyfy SQL" Another graphical front end to SQL for SUN
workstations, somewhat similar to Oracle Card

SQL*Forms for Macintosh: Run-Time version of SQL*Forms for the
Macintosh environment.
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out having to remember function keys, and can The UPGRD220.R file maintains function key
be used from any keyboard. However, there compatibility with SQL*FORMS 2.3, and this
does not seem to be enough flexibility to do is the mapping that we use. The big advantage is
everything with pull-down windows. Also, it is that SQL*FORMS 2.3 users de not need to learn
cumbersome to use these in a character-mode a whole new set of function keys. Also, in many
environment, cases, the mapping seems to be more logical,

e.g., [EXECUTE QUERY] is mapped on a real
Emulation Software for PC's VT220 terminal to the _ key, [ENTER
and Macintoshes QUERY] to the _ key, [NEXT BLOCK] to

the _ _key, etc. The one problem key
WearecurrentlysupportingReflectionsforboth is [EDIT] which is used to provide a pop-up
PC's and Macintoshes, and Versaterm for Macin- window so that data can be inserted into a large
toshes. Software must support VT220 type text or long field. It maps to F6/PF2 on a VT220.
emulation. Since emulation software has trouble Since this is an important function key, perhaps
supporting a 132 character width, ali of our it should be mapped to a single VT220 key. lt

' forms have a width of 80 characters, is easy to do this with Oracle*Terminal.

I The Oracle*Terminal Utility Aproblem with Oracle*Terminal is that the
[Show Function Keys] key displays a descrip-

(_ Both SQL*Forms and SQL*Menu require de- tionof'.heOracleFunction-Keymappingwhich
vice and key mapping definitions, is misleading to a Macintosh or PC user, e.g.,
Oracle*Termina! allows one to create or modify [List Field Values] is mapped to F13; however,
both device and key mapping definitions used F13 is displayed as F8 on the Macintosh Key-
by these products, lt replaces the CRT utility, board. A recommended improvement to

Oracle provides a list of standard terminal deft- SQL*MENU would be to 'allow more meaning-
nition files in the ORA_SQLFORMS30 direc- ful descriptions of the function key mappings.

tory. Some of these include: The use of keyboard templates is one way around

VT100.R VT220.R UPG RD 100.R this problem. We provide laminated templates
UPGRD220.R for the different workstations that can be placed

on the keyboard and describe what key to press

To run a form with a particular terminal defini- to correspond to an Oracle function key. We
tion file, e.g., VT220.R: also provide documentation sheets as described

in Figures 3 and 4.
runform-c vt220 <formname> <username>/
,.password> lt is a useful exercise to experiment with

Oracle*Temainal. lt is easy to use and some of
T220.R and VT100.R are the new terminal the possiblecustomization, e.g., changing field

n,/apping files supplied for SQL*FORMS 3.0. attributes, may make SQL*FORMS more ac-
q_e mapping for VT220 terminals is very differ- ceptable to end-users.
e_J_compared to using the VT220 function keys
wi;:h SQL*FORMS 2.3, e.g., [EXECUTE
QUERYIis nowF12, [ENq'ER QUERY] is
F1 ;

..........
Ji J . J J i11 11 , 11 11,
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Keeping the above in mind, we set out to develop
Administrative Issues "User-Friendly Documentation."

User-friendly documentation, training classes, Documentation
and open communications have ali played key

roles in the development of an end-user support The three types of documentation that we deter-
program at Argonne. mined were necessary were technical documen-

tation, systems documentation, and end-user'sThere were certain considerations we viewed as
guides.

crucial while developing each of these modules,

the first being the end-user audience. Our end- lt became apparent early on that developing
users have varying levels of computer knowl- End-User's guides for each of our applications
edge; one user may have a Ph.D. in computer would be the best investment of time and re-.

science, while the other may never have turned sources, since it would cut down on the large
on a computer. There are also approximately 15 amount of time being spent providing one-on-
new employees hired each month toworkon the one support. We used a Macintosh system
Project. Although some of these individuals are utilizing Microsoft Word and MacDraw Pro as
transferees from within the Laboratory, the ma- our production arena. Our first attempt focused
jority are hired from the "outside" and possess on explaining Oracle, an actual application, and
no knowledge of Laboratory administrative pro- Laboratory policies and procedures involved.
cedures. Since the applications we develop are The draft produced was a large and cumbersome
administrative in nature, conveying this infor- document, and an experienced Oracle system
mation has become a necessity in end-user train- user would have had to "wade through" explana-
ing and systems documentation, tions given to explain Oracle functions and keys

in crder to get to the actual application instruc-
A second important consideration has bcenhard- tions. We, therefore, decided to extract the
ware platforms and networking. Training and Oracle explanations and write a separate Oracle
documentation have also had to address the user's guide targeted at the inexperienced Oracle
varying methods for accessing the VAX from user.
different platforms and "how-to's" on launching

various communication packages. An impor- Oracle End-User's Guide
tant part of our overall end-user training pro-
gram has been teaching ORACLE functions and This document quickly became a "key" tool in
keys; more about this later, training new end-users.

Third, our end-users' objectives for utilizing the The first section of this guide gives an overview
system were taken into consideration. Is the of our Oracle Database Environment and the
end-user using the system for administrative systems available through it. lt then explains the
purposes, i.e., to generate a form or keep a paper basics, such as how to obtain an account, how to
trail? Or is the end-user interested in using the login, and how to move through menus (Figure
system as a management tool? The first will be 3).
more interested in data entry techniques, while
the later will be more interested in learning how The next chapter provides information specific
to "Query" and produce reports, to Oracle.

i i I I i iii ii i ii
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First, a separate keyboard map for each of the Two types of classes are given for each applica-
types of platforms we know to be prevalent tion; one directed towards the data entry crowd
within the Project is given (Figure 4). As you and one directed towards managers and admin-
can see, these maps provide a view of the key- istrators.
board, a view of the appropriate function tem-
plate for that system, and a brief definition of At all classes, we use a Macintosh system tied to
each of these functions, overhead LCD projection equipment to show

each system in action. We distribute both the
The next pages give detailed, set-by-step in- Oracle end-user's guide and pertinent applica-
structions on how to perform each of the Oracle tions guide at the class. We also have function
functions. Special consideration was given to templates available for various systems.
explaining Querying.

Because our new user base is ongoing, we try to
The third section of this document gives infor- schedule at least one Oracle class and one appli-
mation on how to obtain help, and an explana- cations class per month. Hopefully, an end-user
tion of general computer terms, who takes the Oracle class, acquires the end-

user's guide, and the specific application's end-
Applications User's guides user's guide will be at_le to work their way

through the system with little one-on-one sup-
The next type of documentation we wrote was
the actual application user's guides, port.

Communications
These doc, lments begin by giving an overview

of screen flow. All menus and screens are shown In tandem with conducting these training classes,
graphically, with references to movement made we began acampaign for communicating changes
using the appropriate Oracle key terms from the or enhancements to our applications.
function templates.

A monthly computing newsletter was initiated
Chapters are then broken down into explana- in conjunction with our Computing Support
tions based on basic data entry (field require- group. Everyone within the Project is encour-
ments), querying and editing, printing, produc- aged to submit articles relevant to computer
ing reports, and utilities functions, activities, and we solicit suggestions on subjects

that individuals would like to see addressed.
Although the next step in our initial plan was to

complete the technical and systems documenta- We also began publishing any changes to the
tion, our attention was diverted to User training Oracle environment via INFO which is a gen-
classes, eral-purpose bulletin board utility running on

the VAX.
Training

We use both these tools to communicate to the
Our classes are also based on the considerations

end-user changes or improvements to our sys-
discussed above, and closely follow the user's

terns. An added benefit to using these methods
guides, has been increased exposure of our accomplish-

Classes are held on basic Oracle training, and ments to management.
focus on the same criteria addressed in the Oracle

end-user's guide.
ii EEl- I ii iii I|1 i II ii _--
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Procedures
Now that we have established the basic mecha-

nisms for providing our three key elements to
end-user support, we are in the process of devel-
oping formal standardized, written procedures
for applications development and support.

A Project Proposal form for requesting that an
application be developed has been designed
(Figure 5). This foma is signed by a representa-
tive of MIS and the requester, and provides an
e'_dit trail for the MiS group.

A Design Document is then written based on
design meeting discussions, and is also signed
off on by the Requester, Systems Analyst and
MIS Manager (Figure 6). Documentation is
written tandem to the development of a new _
application. End-users targeted as being key
users are given a prototype of systems before
they become available to the Project audience as
a whole in order to check the database's integ-
rity. Training classes are provided as soon as an
application comes on-line, or even sooner, if
possible. Finally, once an application goes on-
line, a log is kept of complaints; they a'e ac-
knowledged, recorded, and reviewed for action.

References

SQL*Menu User's Guide and Reference, Ver-
sion 5.0

Oracle*Terminal User's Guide, Version 1.0
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Figure5

APO Management Information Systems

Project Proposal

Purpose: This form is used to initiate arequest for APOMIS to provide
applications support.

i

Requestor:
Name Extension Building DIv/Oroup Date

Proposed Project Name:

Project Description:
(use attachments, if necessary')

Impact of Proposal'

MIS Use Only ..... Do not write below this line

Resource Estimates: Estimator:
,, "_.,...

El'fort (Work Days) MIS Signature/Date

Approval Signatures:
Manager APSHIb/uate

Completion Signatures' HIS Implementor/Date Requestor/Date
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Figure 6

Equipment Tracking System

Controls & Computing

i

Design Document

January 4, 1991

Appro_

End User Represenl_tive /

Systems Analyst

.,,_:._w" ""_ -...._

MIS Manager

Revised October 2,8, 1991
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